Abbreviations
=============

AVA

:   Arteriovenous anastomoses

CIVD

:   Cold-induced vasodilation

CWI

:   Cold water immersion

eNOS

:   Endothelial nitric oxide synthase

F~I~O~2~

:   Inspired fraction of oxygen

NO

:   Nitric oxide

RIF

:   Resistance index of frostbite

SkBF

:   Skin blood flow

T~fdi~

:   First dorsal interosseous muscle temperature

T~if~

:   Index finger temperature

Introduction {#s0001}
============

The hands and feet form powerful thermoregulatory regulators in the body, serving as heat radiators and evaporators in hot environments and as thermal insulators in the cold. Taylor et al.[@cit0001] modeled that each hand and foot can dissipate 150--220 W·m^-2^ through radiation and convection at rest in an ambient temperature of 27°C, with even greater heat dissipation through sweating. In contrast to this high capacity for heat dissipation, vasoconstriction during hypothermia is sufficiently strong to reduce heat flow to \< 0.1 W. Besides being powerful thermoeffectors, the non-hairy, glabrous skin of the extremities can also serve as powerful thermosensors that affect thermoregulatory behavior in a feedforward and feedback fashion.[@cit0002] Blood flow to the extremities of the hands and feet respond rapidly upon exposure to cold, with a sympathetically-mediated vasoconstriction reducing blood flow to the peripheries in favor of a central pooling of blood in the torso and deep body core. Due to this vasoconstriction and the high surface area-to-volume ratio, the skin temperature of the fingers and toes tends to rapidly and exponentially decrease to a level approaching that of the ambient environment.

Decrements in tactile sensitivity, manual dexterity, and gross motor function of the hands can lead to decreased overall performance in occupational settings, such as in mast and pole workers[@cit0003] and divers.[@cit0004] The rapid[@cit0005] and sustained[@cit0006] impairment of manual performance from local cold exposure can also degrade an individual\'s ability to operate emergency equipment (e.g., escape hatches, opening flares) or move into a safer situation (e.g., hauling oneself from the water into a liferaft), turning a survivable situation into a critical one.[@cit0008] Beyond immediate impairment, continued cold exposure and vasoconstriction can also lead to non-freezing cold injuries from reduced nutritional blood flow leading to necrosis and non-freezing cold injuries such as immersion foot,[@cit0009] or cold injuries such as frostbite from cell temperature dropping below the point of freezing and crystallization.[@cit0011] The increased accessibility of outdoor recreational opportunities during winter, along with high altitude expeditions, extends the potential for injury beyond traditional occupational settings.[@cit0014]

Despite an overall drive for vasoconstriction in the cold, a common observation in the toes and fingertips is that, after a brief period of lowered skin blood flow and temperature, a seemingly paradoxical and temporary increase in blood flow and rewarming occurs. During these episodes, skin temperature can rise by as much as 10ºC, and this fall and rise can occur repeatedly in a cyclic fashion. This pattern of periodic warming was first reported by Lewis,[@cit0015] and he labeled it the "hunting response" for its apparent oscillatory pattern -- this response has also been termed the "cold-induced vasodilation" or CIVD phenomenon.[@cit0016] In addition to the fingers and toes, CIVD has been observed in the face[@cit0017] and forearms.[@cit0018] Whole body thermal status is known to be an important determinant for CIVD prevalence and intensity, with an inverse relationship between CIVD responses and body temperature, along with the lack of any observed CIVD below a threshold body temperature. A stylized "classic" CIVD response is provided in [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating the typical responses and measures used to quantify CIVD. Figure 1.General schematic of typical CIVD responses and measured variables in finger skin temperature during immersion in cold water. Reprinted from Cheung and Daanen, Microcirculation 2012; 19:65--77. Used with permission.

The mechanisms driving CIVD remain open to debate. However, their anatomical endpoint of action likely revolves around arteriovenous anastomoses (AVA) within the cutaneous microcirculation. AVA are shunts within the skin that permits blood to bypass the capillaries and instead flow directly from the arterioles to venules. The prevalence of AVA at the fingertips and toes provided initial though indirect extrapolation that their relaxation and an increase in local blood flow are what causes CIVD.[@cit0019] Another indirect argument for the involvement of AVAs in CIVD is that capillary blood flow by itself appears insufficient to match the magnitude of heat loss observed during CIVD.[@cit0020] More recently, Bergersen[@cit0021] and Bergersen et al.[@cit0022] used a combination of ultrasound and laser-Doppler measurements across the fingers and other arteries to demonstrate the presence and direct involvement of AVAs in the CIVD response.

While the mechanisms underlying CIVD remain unclear, understanding the nature of CIVD is of important occupational and clinical relevance. Because of the elevated extremity blood flow and temperature, CIVD has generally been presumed to provide a protective function by maintaining local tissue integrity and minimizing the risk of cold injuries. Through this increase of finger temperature, it is also presumed that CIVD can improve manual dexterity in the cold. Comparing research findings has also been hampered by inconsistent methodology in experimental protocols and also quantification of CIVD response. Studies in the field have frustratingly remained largely descriptive, though a greater emphasis on standardization and mechanistic studies have emerged in the past 2 decades.[@cit0025]

The field of CIVD was last comprehensively surveyed by Daanen,[@cit0016] including the proposal of several potential mechanisms and a call for greater standardization in the reporting of CIVD parameters. Rather than replicate this excellent resource, the current review will focus on the body of work in this field since that publication, along with broadening the scope to the overall theme of extremity response to local cold exposure, including the effects on muscle performance and manual function. A comprehensive review on the adaptations of peripheral circulation to prolonged cold exposure, surveying population data, longitudinal field studies, and laboratory acclimation was recently performed by Cheung and Daanen.[@cit0025] The present review will therefore not repeat this information, except to note that recent laboratory studies have reported no systematic physiological improvement in extremity response with acclimation.[@cit0025]

Epidemiology {#s0002}
============

The dangers posed by freezing and non-freezing cold injuries have been common knowledge for centuries, owing largely to epidemiological surveys of the military.[@cit0012] Beyond these specific populations, the increasing popularity and ease of access to high altitude and winter sports has increased the risk of cold exposure injuries to the general and recreational populations.[@cit0009] This is highlighted by the prevalence of commercial guided expeditions to Mount Everest and their significant death rate.[@cit0034] Even at moderate elevations (2800 -- 3960 m), ∼37% of mountaineers suffer frostbite injuries each year.[@cit0035] Notably, the strongest risk factors in this latter report were inappropriate clothing along with lack of knowledge about how to deal with cold and severe weather. Thus, research and better public education appears critical in decreasing the odds for cold injuries in both recreational and occupational groups.

The location of cold injuries vary, dependent on both anatomy and exposure. Most of the research on local cold exposure utilizes the hands or fingers, likely due to ease of access in the lab and especially in the field. However, there is not a direct extrapolation from finger to toe or foot responses, with the risk of freezing and non-freezing cold injuries being at least as prevalent[@cit0035] or else as predominant[@cit0011] in the feet as compared to hands. The post-injury impact from freezing or non-freezing cold injuries on long-term extremity blood flow is unclear. The traditional view is that a significant risk factor for frostbite is prior cold injury, though systematic cross-sectional studies comparing individuals with and without prior cold injuries are somewhat lacking. Nevertheless, in support of this supposition, Davey et al.[@cit0037] reported lower basal skin blood flow and skin temperatures in the feet of individuals with prior non-freezing cold injuries, reduced cold sensitivity compared to non-injured individuals, and a slower rate of rewarming. Specifically, cold-sensitive individuals with a prior injury had similar rewarming profiles as an occluded or non-perfused foot model, such that rewarming occurred solely due to passive conductive heat transfer rather than the vasodilatory changes in non-injured individuals. In contrast, Morrison et al.[@cit0038] reported in a case study that, 40 y post-injury including finger and toe amputations, rates of rewarming did not differ between injured and non-injured digits in one elite mountaineer.

Population Studies {#s0003}
==================

The decreasing isolation of high-altitude and polar populations has reduced the ease of performing population-specific or racial comparison studies. As a result, little additional information concerning racial diversity and variability in CIVD responses has occurred in the past 2 decades. A recent controlled laboratory study compared local hand and feet immersion responses in Caucasian, Asian, and African participants -- ethnicity was self-reported, and all were born in the United Kingdom or long term (\>7 years) residents.[@cit0039] Compared to Caucasians, Africans had a higher skin temperature threshold for both the initiation of vasoconstriction and vasodilatation, along with a lower skin blood flow (SkBF) during 8°C hand immersion and a slower rate of rewarming; Asian participants had intermediate responses between those of Caucasians and Africans. In comparing white versus black Africans who were chronically hypertensive to a cold pressor test of hand immersion into ice water, black Africans reported greater pain perception, along with an increased blood pressure and heart rate rise compared to the white Africans, with a strong correlation between pain perception and cardiovascular responses across all subjects.[@cit0040] It is acknowledged, however, that chronic hypertension may have altered systemic vasomotion compared to non-hypertensive individuals.

Such cross-sectional population studies supports the anecdotal and epidemiological reports of greater risk for cold injuries in particular racial populations regardless of residency. Lee et al.[@cit0041] reported that tropical indigenes, even 4 y after moving to a more temperate environment of Japan, experienced lower middle finger temperatures during 4°C finger immersion compared to temperate natives. Another source of information concerning peripheral blood flow diversity comes from military epidemiological reports.[@cit0042] Based upon cold injury assessment of 311 British Army soldiers and broadly categorized as African-American, Pacific Islanders, Gurkhas, and Caucasians, African-Americans had a 30-fold greater risk incidence of compared to Caucasians, while Pacific Islanders had a slightly increased 2.6-fold greater incidence compared to Caucasians; Gurkhas had no abnormal cases of cold injury. Similar data is reported in the American military, with African-American men and women experiencing 4- and 2-fold increases in cold weather injuries compared to Caucasian personnel.[@cit0043] The genetic or phenotypic contributors to population differences remain unknown. Overall, these studies combine to suggest that population variability in both psychological and physiological responses to cold exposure remain evident, and especially that the psychological response may significantly influence sympathetic drive and cardiovascular responses.

The effect of sex on cold injury risk is unclear. With contact cooling across a range of materials, females had faster rates of fingertip skin temperature cooling than males, suggesting a potentially greater risk for cold injuries in females.[@cit0044] However, hand volume provided an even stronger correlation with cooling rates, so anthropometric differences may predominate instead.[@cit0045] A similar finding was reported by Lunt and Tipton[@cit0046] with females exhibiting faster toe temperature cooling in response to conductive cooling of the soles of the feet; no intra-menstrual cycle differences were evident. Again, the generally larger male foot volume, along with a strong correlation between foot dimension and toe cooling rate, suggest a dominant anthropometric rather than sex effect. Jay and Havenith[@cit0045] attempted to separate these effects, recruiting males and females with similar hand dimensions. With slow rates of material cooling, sex had no correlation, but index finger volume was the strongest predictor of fingertip temperature cooling rate, and was attributed to a larger thermal inertia from the greater finger volume. However, with fast rates of material cooling, females cooled faster with no anthropometric correlation, and this was suggested to be due to higher starting finger temperature and greater epidermal insulation in males.[@cit0045] Overall, as many thermophysiological laboratory studies have relied predominantly on male participants, further work is required to determine whether physiological sex-related differences exist in response to local cold exposure.

Another population group that is of both mechanistic and practical interest for research is the elderly. The ability to maintain thermal homeostasis in both the heat and cold is impaired with age, and appears to be above and beyond any effect from differences in body composition or physical fitness and activity. Older (\>70 y) individuals had decreased vasoconstrictor ability and defense of esophageal temperature during mild cold stress than anthropometrically-matched younger (∼23 y) counterparts.[@cit0047] Muscle sympathetic nerve activity during passive cold increased in older but not young adults,[@cit0048] and limb muscle mass appeared to account for the greatest variance in elderly response to mild cold.[@cit0049] Thermal sensitivity also decreases with age, with greater range in thresholds for thermal detection; many factors may contribute to this impaired thermal perception, including decreased thermoreceptor density within the skin, skin blood flow, and conduction velocity.[@cit0050] Despite these clear age-related differences, research into aging effects on extremity responses to the cold is sparse, with older individuals demonstrating delayed CIVD onset and reduced amplitude compared to young adults.[@cit0051] Given the decreased physiological and perceptual response to cold stress with aging, it is highly likely that older individuals may be at greater risk for cold injuries, necessitating a greater focus on research in this population.

Perceptual Responses {#s0004}
====================

While local cold exposure is consistently rated as uncomfortable, the magnitude of this thermal discomfort is inconsistent. This is likely related to methodological differences across studies, as local skin temperature and surface area exposed both alter pain perception. A cold pressor test involving hand immersion into 0--10°C water is often used in psychology experiments to induce pain in adults and children.[@cit0052] Not surprisingly, hand immersion in 5°C water led to greater discomfort than with 8, 10, or 15°C, though no differences were observed across the 3 warmer conditions (see [**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0053] Interestingly, thermal sensation was similar across all 4 water temperatures, such that the difference in discomfort at 5°C was possibly driven by nociceptive rather than thermal stimuli. In laboratory studies, thermal discomfort typically inversely tracks extremity temperature, with an initial rapid increase in discomfort during the early drop in extremity temperature, followed by a relative stabilization. Surprisingly, most laboratory CIVD studies, even ones that specifically tested neuromuscular function at the peak of finger CIVD response,[@cit0054] record thermal perception at set time periods rather than during fluctuations in extremity temperature. Thus, while *a priori* reasoning should suggest that CIVD should decrease thermal discomfort, the actual perceptual effects of CIVD episodes are not clear. No heart rate or blood pressure rise occurs with only index finger immersion in 5°C; however, significant increases in blood pressure and heart rate were observed with both hand and hand plus forearm immersion.[@cit0055] This contrasting response is likely due to a greater amount of surface area exposed leading to a greater sympathetic drive and resultant cardiovascular response. Unfortunately, this latter study did not measure perceptual responses, so the dose-response relationship across different immersion protocols remains unclear. Figure 2.Thermal sensation (top) and thermal discomfort (bottom) during whole-hand immersion into 5, 8, 10, and 15°C water. \* Thermal discomfort was significantly higher during the entire 30 min of 5°C immersion for 5°C, with no differences among 8, 10, and 15°C. In contrast, all temperatures elicited the same thermal sensation. Adapted from Mekjavić et al., Appl Physiol Nutr Metab 2013; 38:14--20. Used with permission.

Sudden whole-body cold water immersion (CWI) may be seen as a more severe analog to local cold exposure of the peripheries, due to both the larger surface area exposed and the greater survival threat from submersion and drowning. Cold (2°C) water immersion or dousing is recommended as the safest first aid method for recovery from exertional heat illness.[@cit0056] However, in a normothermic situation, a series of studies on CWI clearly demonstrates the powerful effects of anxiety and psychological interventions.[@cit0059] Greater acute anxiety, elicited by deceiving individuals to impending immersion into colder water than planned, significantly increased the cold shock responses of tachycardia and hyperventilation compared to correct immersion temperature information.[@cit0061] Interestingly, despite overall habituation of the cold shock response with CWI training, this anxiety effect was present both before and after training, implying that psychological cues can overwhelm and negate any physiological adaptation. In turn, a broad-spectrum psychological skills training program specifically focused on cold response, even in the absence of any CWI training, attenuated cold shock response,[@cit0059] though there was no additive effect above and beyond CWI training.[@cit0060] From a practical perspective, even repeated immersions into thermoneutral water were effective in reducing anxiety, albeit with no physiological effect on cold shock response.[@cit0062] Based on these studies, psychological interventions clearly can play a major role in overall tolerance and management of local cold exposure, regardless of any physiological adaptation.

A frequent though not universal trend with long-term adaptation to local cooling is a decrease in pain or subjective thermal discomfort.[@cit0025] Especially in lab-based acclimation studies, this perceptual habituation is often the primary or only adaptive response, with minimal evidence of physiological adaptation (see [**Fig. 3**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0027] Alterations in sympathetic outflow due to reduction in anxiety or psychological stress over time may contribute to CIVD adaptation, as the repeated immersions should result in a reduced sympathetic outflow over time. The reduction in pain sensation may be caused by less sensory input, but is more likely caused by central nervous inhibition of the afferent sensory input.[@cit0063] While perceptual habituation improves comfort in the cold, some have postulated that this discrepancy between physiological and perceptual response may be a negative adaptation that impedes appropriate behavioral response and increases the risk of cold injuries.[@cit0027] However, others have suggested that the stress of cold exposure causes an elevation in sympathetic activity, resulting in enhanced vasoconstrictor tone and negative adaptations to local cold acclimation.[@cit0031] Only one study measured blood markers of sympathetic outflow and found no changes in catecholamines over the acclimation protocol.[@cit0027] As this study also observed no changes in CIVD response, the potential role for these factors in any changes in finger thermal responses to repeated cold exposure remains inconclusive. The relative change in sympathetic/parasympathetic drive may be estimated using heart-rate variability measurements during repeated cold immersions of the hands, and initial work suggests that CIVD may be driven by sympathetic vasoconstrictor withdrawal.[@cit0065] Figure 3.Index finger temperature and thermal comfort after 30 min of cold-water immersion of the whole hand in 8°C water over 10 d of acclimation. Index finger temperature remained similar but thermal comfort steadily improved throughout acclimation. Adapted from Geurts et al., Appl Physiol Nutr Metab 2006; 31:110--7. Used with permission.

Hypoxia {#s0005}
=======

Beyond direct cold exposure, hypoxia and/or altitude exposure has been utilized as a tool to investigate both whole-body thermoregulation and CIVD. This integration has a practical context, as cold and altitude are common co-stressors in mountaineering expeditions. Even moderate altitude may exacerbate the risk of cold injuries, with both a high mean incidence rate of ∼37% per year and the majority occurring at moderate (2,800 -- 3,960 m) altitudes.[@cit0035] Exertional fatigue and fuel depletion has both been proposed[@cit0066] and discounted[@cit0069] as a factor in altering vasoconstrictory and shivering threshold temperatures or in developing hypothermia. One unexplored epidemiological question is the effects of heavy physical exertion on vascular conductance and risks for developing cold injuries during expeditions. Understanding the effect of hypoxia on thermal sensation and comfort during cold stress is important, as perceptual cues are critical for appropriate behavioral thermoregulatory responses to avoid cold injuries, but the literature is both limited and contradictory. Acute normobaric hypoxia (inspired fraction of oxygen: F~I~O~2~ = 0.14) did not alter either the lower or upper thresholds for thermal comfort when whole-body skin temperature was manipulated using a water-perfused suit,[@cit0070] and breathing F~I~O~2~ = 0.115 did not alter preferred hand temperature.[@cit0071] While this suggests that thermal perception is not altered by hypoxia, contradictory findings exist from the same research group, with a decrease in the toes' sensitivity to cold during acute hypoxia (F~I~O~2~ = 0.14).[@cit0072]

Acute exposure to altitude in the field initially reduces CIVD response in lowland natives.[@cit0073] This impairment was initially assumed to be directly attributable to hypoxia, as it was observed in native lowlanders directly airlifted to 3,500 m.^74^ A series of studies explored the separate and combined effects of hypoxia and cold on both the cutaneous vasculature and also whole-body thermoregulation. In a normothermic environment, isocapnic hypoxia, but not matching controlled hyperventilation, increased cutaneous vascular conductance at the forearm, suggesting a direct vasodilatory effect from hypoxia.[@cit0075] This hypoxia-induced vasodilatation was maintained above normoxic levels despite brief 10 min whole-body skin cooling using a water-perfused suit, suggesting that cold-induced vasoconstrictor stimulus does not overwhelm the vasodilatory effect of hypoxia.[@cit0076] While this may suggest a greater propensity for hypothermia due to higher peripheral blood flow and convective heat loss in hypoxia, the interaction between hypoxia and cold on vascular conductance may be dependent on the intensity of cold exposure. Prolonged cold exposure from whole-body immersion in 23°C for 30 min, followed by 10°C for 45 min was tested with normoxia and poikilocapnic hypoxia to 80% arterial saturation.[@cit0077] While hypoxia induced vasodilatation before cold exposure, the intensity of vasoconstriction was higher during cold exposure with hypoxia compared to normoxia, and likely driven by a decrease in active vasodilatation.[@cit0078] Parallel to this increased vasoconstriction, core cooling rates did not differ between normoxia and hypoxia.[@cit0077] Thus, a sufficiently strong cold stimulus may overwhelm any hypoxic vasodilatory effect, and this may extend to local cold exposure and CIVD. Keramidis et al.[@cit0079] reported that acute normobaric hypoxia (F~I~O~2~ = 0.14) prolonged vasoconstriction and decreased the rate of rewarming following 8°C hand immersion, but had no effect on any CIVD parameter during immersion compared to a control trial breathing normoxia (F~I~O~2~ = 0.21).

In contrast to brief exposure to hypoxia, prolonged altitude exposure progressively increases extremity blood flow. CIVD response initially decreased upon altitude exposure in 5 lowland natives;[@cit0073] this response gradually improved over 45 d at altitude, but importantly did not recover back to sea level baseline. The effect of prolonged living or experience at altitude on CIVD is unclear. Mathew et al.[@cit0074] found that high altitude natives had CIVD responses that were similar to those of lowland natives at sea level, while lowlanders living at altitude had intermediate responses at altitude compared to unacclimatized lowlanders and highland natives. In contrast, experienced Alpinists had a trend toward improved CIVD responses compared to non-Alpinist controls in both the hands and feet;[@cit0080] furthermore, CIVD responses in these Alpinists systematically improved in the hands and especially in the feet following a 3-week Himalayan expedition.[@cit0080] As typical with cross-sectional studies based on specific occupational or recreational groups, the contribution of self-selection can serve as a confounder.[@cit0025] Whole body thermal status is known to be an important determinant for CIVD prevalence and intensity, with an inverse relationship between CIVD responses and body temperature, along with the lack of any observed CIVD below a threshold body temperature. Therefore, without more detailed nutritional and physiological tracking, overall differences in thermal balance or confounding factors such as altered nutrition or metabolism present during field or mountaineering studies make altitude and cold acclimatization studies difficult to interpret.

Recent studies have attempted to isolate the effects of prolonged hypoxic acclimatization on CIVD response while controlling confounders such as ambient pressure, exercise, and nutrition. Amon et al.[@cit0084] attempted to isolate the effects of hypoxia on 8°C hand immersion before and following a live-high train-low regimen. While no changes in CIVD parameters were observed in a control group at either normoxia or hypoxia following 28 d of aerobic training, sleeping at 2,800 -- 3,400 m elicited increased frequency and amplitude of CIVD along with higher finger skin temperature at both normoxia and hypoxia. In contrast, 10 d of confinement in normobaric hypoxia (F~I~O~2~ = 0.14) did not alter CIVD response to 8°C hand immersion, but reduced rewarming rates in normoxia conditions;[@cit0085] in this same study, the experimental group performing exercise training while acclimatizing in normobaric hypoxia reported no CIVD changes.

Overall, the disparate findings suggest that the effects of acute and short-term hypoxia exposure, along with the mechanisms underlying improved extremity blood flow in experienced mountaineers or altitude natives, remains unclear. Hypoxia seems to hold much promise for advancing CIVD research due to its ability to alter peripheral blood flow and possibly thermal perception, with or without whole-body cold stress. Further responses common to both hypoxia and cold stress are likely to be alterations in autonomic nervous system activity. Thus, hypoxia may be used both separately and in conjunction with cold to test particular mechanisms of CIVD, such as by using levels of hypoxia to elicit specific changes to sympathetic neural drive that may be more easily controlled than by using whole body cold exposure or pharmacological agents.

Physical Fitness {#s0006}
================

While peripheral blood flow is strongly dependent upon overall body thermal status, which may be influenced by exposure to environmental and/or exercise-induced heat loads, the effect of chronic exercise training and improved physical fitness on CIVD is lacking. Aerobic fitness may improve the reactivity of the cutaneous vasculature, with greater vasodilatory responsiveness in both glabrous and non-glabrous skin in a group of competitive cyclists compared to sedentary controls.[@cit0086] Endurance-trained older males had less reduction in the rapid vasodilator response to local heating than sedentary older males,[@cit0087] while 48 weeks of endurance training in post-menopausal women improved their cutaneous microvascular reactivity.[@cit0088] These data suggest a protective effect from exercise on skin blood flow control, and this may be due to improved endothelial health[@cit0089] and specifically enhanced production or sensitivity to nitric oxide (NO) with increased fitness.[@cit0090] Moriya and Nakagawa[@cit0092] reported a significant positive correlation between maximal aerobic capacity, reported in absolute values of L·min^-1^, and higher finger temperature during 0°C immersion in relatively fit Japanese women born in the northern island of Hokkaido; however, these relationships disappeared when the same correlation was done using relative aerobic fitness, suggesting that body size or composition (data not reported) also played a role.

Acute exercise improved CIVD responses,[@cit0093] with greater frequency of toe CIVD upon foot immersion immediately post-exercise compared to no exercise. This improvement was largely attributed to the 0.6°C increase in core temperature with exercise, as the prevalence and magnitude of CIVD responses have a strong direct relationship with overall body temperature[@cit0081] or heat content.[@cit0065] However, a protocol involving repeated exercise sessions eliciting ∼0.5°C core temperature rises during the course of hand immersion had no impact on improved CIVD responses.[@cit0028] Therefore, while a fundamental determinant of the rate of heat acclimation is the magnitude and duration of regular heat exposure,[@cit0094] a small additional thermal stress during exercise -- stimulating increased blood volume and increased peripheral blood flow -- does not appear to benefit local cold exposure.

Habitual physical activity, especially in the cold, has been assumed to benefit response and tolerance to local cold exposure. This comes from population studies involving particular ethnic groups such as polar natives[@cit0095] and occupational groups such as fish filleters.[@cit0098] Laboratory studies focusing on physical fitness effects have typically used aerobic capacity as the benchmark measure. The quality of this relationship is arguable, as high aerobic capacity by itself -- whether achieved via training or natural genetics - prolonged exercise heat tolerance.[@cit0099] No analogous study on the effects of physical fitness vs. aerobic capacity on cold tolerance has been performed. Following twenty aerobic training sessions over 4 weeks, through which maximal aerobic capacity increased by 13% in 18 moderately-fit males, thermal responses to hand immersion in 8°C was improved, with greater CIVD frequency, higher average skin temperature, and decreased pain sensation.[@cit0100] Contrasting this beneficial effect of improved fitness, Keramidis et al.[@cit0101] also tested the other extreme of local cold response with prolonged inactivity, using a 35-day bedrest model that decreased peak oxygen uptake by 18% (see [**Fig. 4**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). With foot immersion into 8°C, average skin temperature decreased 0.8°C post-bedrest, peaking at 1.6°C decrease in the big toe. However, with a negative-pressure vacuum challenge countermeasure -- which maintains local vascular flow -- regularly applied to the other leg, the decrement in foot thermal responses was negated. The combined studies[@cit0100] suggest that aerobic fitness moderates vasoconstrictor tone with local cold exposure, such that low physical fitness may be a predictor of local cold injuries. At the same time, the effectiveness of the negative-pressure countermeasure in attenuating the thermal impairment also suggests that the mechanism may be a local maintenance of blood flow or vascular sensitivity rather than a systemic change in sympathetic drive. Figure 4.Average temperature (T~avg~) in the 5 toes of the detrained foot (top) and vascular countermeasure foot (bottom) during the 30-min cold-water immersion performed pre- (open bars) and post-35 d horizontal bed rest (dark bars). \*Significant decrease in average and big toe temperatures after bed rest in the detrained foot, but no differences were seen in the foot with the sub-atmospheric vascular pressure countermeasure throughout bedrest. Adapted from Keramidas et al., Appl Physiol Nutr Metab 2014; 39:369--74. Used with permission.

While it is tempting to conclude that physical fitness provides a beneficial local cryoprotective effect, a confounding and unexplored issue is the potential interactions between physical fitness, altered body composition, whole-body cold tolerance, and local thermal responses. Specifically, while physical fitness and aerobic capacity provides a clear advantage in reduced thermoregulatory strain and increased exercise-heat tolerance,[@cit0099] the typical reduced body fatness and subcutaneous fat thickness with increasing fitness may predispose an individual to more rapid whole-body cooling. As CIVD is well-known to be highly dependent on overall body thermal status, the systemic changes from physical training may reduce whole-body cold tolerance and offset any local adaptations. Finally, it must be kept in mind that enhanced peripheral blood flow and vascular reactivity may be counterproductive to overall thermal balance by increasing blood flow and convective heat loss through the peripheries and extremities during cold exposure.[@cit0064]

Muscle Function {#s0007}
===============

Survival in the cold is often dependent on being able to perform critical emergency tasks, such as operating an escape mechanism (e.g., unclipping a harness or turning an exit handle), holding onto a lifeline, opening a flare package, or even as mundane an act as closing a zipper. Performance of such actions quickly deteriorate with even brief cold exposure (10°C immersion of the hands and forearms),[@cit0005] with Daanen[@cit0102] developing a regression for expected deterioration in manual and hand dexterity along with grip strength based on the Wind Chill Equivalent Temperature and the square root of exposure time. Therefore, along with potential for protection from freezing and non-freezing cold injuries, another major underlying reason for the continued interest in CIVD research is its possible benefit for maintaining or improving manual dexterity and muscle function during cold exposure.

While a logical argument, data over the past decade suggests that muscle function is only minimally affected over the CIVD cycle. One counterargument is that, for CIVD to be useful for manual function, there should be increased blood flow and warming beyond the immediate local region of the fingers being measured. However, as seen in the Methods and Standardization section of this review, the relatively recent shift toward whole-hand/feet immersion and multiple measurement sites demonstrate both a wide spatial heterogeneity in thermal response, such as a 1.5--10°C gradient between the proximal and distal phalanges of a finger with hand exposure to 0°C air, and also a strong localization of CIVD to the distal portions of the fingers.[@cit0103] In particular, Geurts et al.[@cit0054] reported a sustained decrease in temperature of the first dorsal interosseous muscle at the same time as CIVD occurred in the index finger.

Investigating neuromuscular function of the whole hand with moderate to prolonged local cold exposure, focusing on the first dorsal interosseous muscle -- important in index finger abduction and gripping -- can provide more insight into the relevance of CIVD to manual function. The overall consensus from these studies was that cooling the first dorsal interosseous muscle through 30 min of local hand immersion in 8°C impaired the contractile characteristics during evoked twitches, including delayed time to peak tension, delayed half-relaxation time, and reduced peak twitch force.[@cit0026] These impairments were not restored or improved by 2--3 weeks of 8°C hand immersion acclimation, along with minimal changes[@cit0027] and even blunted[@cit0026] CIVD response. Importantly, Geurts et al.[@cit0054] reported that the nadir and peaks of CIVD at the index fingertip did not correlate with any parallel changes with first dorsal interosseous temperature, which continued to fall throughout immersion. Furthermore, neuromuscular testing specifically timed at the nadir and apex of CIVD did not elicit any difference in contractile characteristics, with both timepoints equally impaired compared to baseline (see [**Fig. 5**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, current data suggests that CIVD is highly localized to the distal portions of the digits, and may not be relevant for maintaining manual performance. Figure 5.An example of evoked twitch force of the first dorsal interosseous muscle in one subject at 4 different stages during cold water immersion of the hand. (1) Initial \[right index finger temperature (T~if~) = 29.5°C, and skin temperature above the first dorsal interosseus (T~fdi~) = 31.5°C\], (2) nadir cold-induced vasodilatation (CIVD) (T~if~ = 9.5°C, T~fdi~ = 17.2°C), (3) apex CIVD (T~if~ = 13.3°C, T~fdi~ = 14.8°C), (4) final (T~if~ = 12.1°C, T~fdi~ = 14.1°C). Reprinted from Geurts et al., Eur J Appl Physiol; 2005; 93:524--9. Used with permission.

Along with muscle contractile characteristics, another important issue with manual function in the cold is changes to motor control due to the decreased or otherwise altered tactile sensitivity with digit cooling.[@cit0105] Cooling the hands and forearms also caused systematic underestimation of handgrip force in both males and females,[@cit0106] possibly as a result of suppressed proprioceptive activity. Compared to overall muscle changes, temporary digit cooling with the topical anesthetic ethyl chloride resulted in much higher grip forces both while stationary and at the apex and nadir of a vertical movement.[@cit0107] However, the anticipatory and temporal coupling pattern of grip and load forces was maintained despite the greater force requirement. A follow up study by Cheung et al.[@cit0109] reported similar observations with actual hand cooling to \< 8°C local skin temperature, and this held whether core temperature was normothermic or hypo- or hyperthermic by 0.5°C. Overall, these findings suggest that grip control is ingrained in robust central motor patterns and not affected despite the requirement for greater force, though the motor control of more complex aspects of manual dexterity in the cold remain unexplored. Further, when learning new complex manual tasks, sensorimotor adaptation to cold appears critical, as performance time for rifle and radio tasks were slower for soldiers who trained only in warm conditions compared to those trained in cold, with additional improvements in those first trained in warm followed by cold conditions.[@cit0110] Motor control impairments can also exist due to lower limb cooling, with a progressive decrease in dynamic balance with greater portions of the lower limb exposed to cold.[@cit0111] The neuromuscular or tactile sensitivity effects of toe cooling, and their potential contribution to this altered lower limb motor control and balance, remains unknown.

Neural Mechanisms and Mediators {#s0008}
===============================

Skin blood flow during cold and heat exposure is a complex interplay between whole-body and local control, through both neural and non-neural regulation.[@cit0112] With cooling, the initial vasoconstriction appears largely driven by systemic sympathetic activity.[@cit0113] This was supported by leg immersion up to the knees in 12°C eliciting skin temperature decreases in non-cooled areas such as the thigh, palm, and fingers.[@cit0116] The degree of systemic sympathetic activity can be altered with repeated local acclimation. For example, heart rate and blood pressure, along with initial skin temperature decrease, were reduced in locally acclimated individuals compared to controls,[@cit0117] suggested a reduced sympathetic tone with local acclimation. In contrast, skin temperature in non-immersed areas were reduced in acclimated individuals, and this was supported by Mekjavić et al.[@cit0031] reporting impaired thermal responses in both the hand used for repeated cold immersion acclimation along with the contralateral hand. These data therefore suggests an overall enhancement of sympathetic activity and vasoconstrictor tone with acclimation. Overall, these data suggest whole body sympathetic activity modulating responses to local cold exposure rather than a local mechanism.

While sympathetic activity may be an important driver in vasomotor tone with cooling, the direct role of sympathetic activity in initiating CIVD is equivocal. Based on analysis of CIVD occurrences in the finger over differing core temperatures along with heart rate variability analysis, Flouris and Cheung[@cit0065] concluded that CIVD was central in origin from sympathetic withdrawal, and that its primary purpose may be as a whole-body heat loss mechanism.[@cit0065] This proposal was based on CIVD occurring consistently only above a threshold mean body temperature regardless of extremity temperature, along with CIVD ending when body temperature decreased below this threshold.[@cit0083] Brandstrom et al.[@cit0118] compared heart rate variability in military special forces members to a local cold provocation, and reported a higher power in both the low and high frequency components in normal rewarmers compared to slow rewarmers. Both groups had reduced heart rates and altered heart rate variability parameters upon cold provocation following 15 months of winter military training. Together, such indirect studies of the autonomic nervous system suggest their role in controlling peripheral blood flow and vasodilatation with local cold exposure.

Direct examination -- such as by nerve injury models -- are impossible to perform in humans except for post-injury examinations. Peripheral sympathectomy in rats resulted in cold intolerance and mechanical hypersensitivity but did not affect CIVD response in the hind paws, suggesting that the sympathetic system does not play a major role in the initiation or regulation of CIVD.[@cit0119] Also in the rat hind limb, Kusters et al.[@cit0120] reported a trend toward reduced CIVD responses with sciatic nerve transection and repair, which then gradually improved with nerve regeneration beyond 35 d The majority of 107 human patients surveyed with median and/or ulnar nerve injury reported substantial cold intolerance[@cit0121] that was greater than non-injured controls.[@cit0122] In 4 of 12 patients with median or ulnar nerve injury, CIVD responses to local digit cooling were absent in the injured hand but present in the non-injured hand; 6 patients, however, exhibited CIVD responses in the injured hand despite perceptual cold intolerance.[@cit0123] Basal blood flow increased with neural blockade at the finger tip, and even more with local skin anesthesia; furthermore, during local cooling, vasoconstriction was maintained with nerve blockade at the finger base, but was inhibited by local anesthesia.[@cit0124] These animal and clinical studies imply that CIVD regulation may not be dominated by sympathetic activity, but rather that vascular tone at the finger skin is strongly dependent on local reflexes. Future research will need to separate and investigate the relative contributions of central versus local regulation of the CIVD response.

Vasomotor tone may then be modified by a range of local or systemically derived non-adrenergic mediators. Chief among the candidates for local regulators of skin blood flow during cold stress has been NO, a potent vasodilator.[@cit0125] The vasodilatory role of NO in skin blood flow control[@cit0112] has led to its exploration as a stimulus for regulating CIVD. While it is unclear whether exhaled NO is representative or a direct result of vascular production,[@cit0126] exhaled NO during cold (−10°C) running exercise was less than in temperate conditions both during[@cit0127] and after[@cit0128] exercise. Using in vitro microvascular endothelial cell cultures, Binti MD Isa et al.[@cit0129] tested the effects of temperature changes along with shear stress on endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) activation. Cold (4°C) temperature by itself did not affect eNOS activation over 1 h of exposure; cold combined with shear stress did not affect eNOS over 15 and 30 min, but significantly decreased its activation at 60 min. Hodges et al.[@cit0130] showed that local skin cooling reduced NOS activity and NO handling downstream of NO at the smooth muscle in non-glabrous skin. Furthermore, sublingual glycerol trinitrate, an endothelial-independent NO donor, improved toe temperature and blood flow during cold immersion of the foot along with the rate of rewarming in cold-sensitive individuals.[@cit0131] This suggests that NO may play a role in regulating microvascular circulation in the cold, especially in the maintenance of vasoconstriction and inhibition of vasodilatation. However, further work is required to confirm whether there is a direct relationship between local NO activity at the extremities and the sudden vasodilation associated with CIVD.

Another hormonal mediator with cold exposure is endothelin-1, a vasoconstrictor peptide. In a rat model, prolonged cold exposure of up to 5 weeks resulted in an elevated level of endothelin-1 along with enhanced receptor expression in the heart, mesenteric arteries, and kidneys.[@cit0132] In humans, endothelin-1 was measured by Nakamura et al.[@cit0133] in control individuals, along with individuals with Raynauds and also vibration-induced white finger. Endothelin-1 levels were elevated rapidly upon finger cold immersion in both control and Raynauds individuals, but was much higher in Raynauds and it remained elevated even after immersion. However, there was no correlation between endothelin-1 levels and incidences of CIVD, suggesting that, while endothelin-1 is highly related to sympathetic hyperactivity, it is not directly contributing to the opening of peripheral blood vessels eliciting CIVD.[@cit0133]

The role of changes in neurotransmitter activity or sensitivity in extremity cold response is difficult to investigate, largely due to methodological hurdles. One issue is the difficulty in continuous blood sampling over the frequent time points required to detect rapid CIVD response. A second hurdle is the tenuous extrapolation from systemic blood samples to local action at the skin or specifically the extremities. Related to this difficulty of local manipulations and sampling, while intradermal microdialysis has been employed to selectively block sympathetic activity or neurotransmitters such as NO at the forearm and thigh skin surface, this cannot be used directly at the site of CIVD activity at the fingers or toes. Overall, the difficulty of such research is seen in that only one study exists concerning local mediating factors and CIVD response.[@cit0027] This study investigated NO and endothelin-1 response to cold acclimation was performed before and after 2 weeks of daily 30 min hand immersions in 8°C, with no observed changes in either venous endothelin-1 nor NO levels. Apart from the logistical and sampling difficulties, the lack of overall local thermal acclimation in CIVD responses further precluded any firm conclusions.

Methods & Standardization {#s0009}
=========================

One of the issues plaguing CIVD research has been the relative lack of consistency in its definition and testing, making it hard to compare findings across studies or to build a consensus on overall effects. Since the initial report by Lewis,[@cit0015] the dominant CIVD protocol has involved single-finger immersion into cold to near-freezing water. Such a protocol makes practical sense, due to the relative ease of maintaining near-freezing water temperatures with snow or ice in the field, the relative difficulty in setting up toe or foot immersion, along with the ability to test multiple individuals simultaneously when using a single data channel per subject. For example, Daanen and van der Struijs[@cit0036] used response time and magnitude from single-finger immersion in ice water for 30 min to tabulate a Resistance Index of Frostbite (RIF)[@cit0134] in 206 Dutch marines before Arctic exercises, and found that the 11 soldiers who experienced cold injuries had lower RIF than the non-injured. Such a study highlights both the simplicity of CIVD research and also the limitations of such a logistically simple field study design. Arguably, a more complex protocol, requiring more sensors per subject, longer immersions, larger basins for whole-limb immersion or thermal control with equipment besides snow/ice, would make such field studies difficult. The same logistical arguments also extend to mountaineering studies in the field. Another simple methodological issue is that the presence or absence of appropriate and consistent water circulation -- important due to its effect on convective heat loss -- is often not reported in the literature.

Irrespective of field constraints, the scientific validity of single-finger testing or measurement, especially when such data may be extrapolated to overall risks for cold injuries across the entire hand or feet, is highly questionable.[@cit0135] Practically, it is rare that only a single digit is exposed to cold in field settings. Further, such extrapolation assumes that CIVD responses are homogenous across all fingers, and also that responses from the fingers can be directly translated to responses at the feet. For example, Purkayastha et al.[@cit0136] immersed the whole hand in 4°C water, yet measured only the index finger. Chen et al.[@cit0103] reported a wide spatial heterogeneity of responses across the hand, and this has been supported by further studies over the past decade. Hand immersion in 8°C, measured at the nailbed of each digit, elicited a wide range of responses across digits, including: different magnitudes of CIVD among fingers, CIVD in some but not all fingers, and asynchronous timing of CIVD onset.[@cit0029] Reynolds et al.[@cit0030] reported similar spatial heterogeneity with toe response to whole-foot immersion. Overall, toe CIVD responses were either absent[@cit0135] or greatly reduced[@cit0030] compared to hand immersion, highlighting the disparity in responses across the hands and feet and the impracticality of extrapolation across body regions.

Standardization in CIVD quantification has improved since the definition of many parameters by Daanen.[@cit0016] These include parameters such as minimum/mean/maximum temperatures, onset time, amplitude, and peak time. However a systemic problem in CIVD research is defining a consistent measurement site and threshold magnitude for CIVD. O'Brien[@cit0137] performed a reliability study over 5 separate single-finger immersions, and reported an overall greater reproducibility at the nail bed compared to the pad of the middle finger. Despite this recommendation, studies have continued to use digit pad as a measurement site, citing this location as rich in both blood flow and arteriovenous anastomoses (AVA) presence.[@cit0031] Further, due to the high variability in toe response measured at the nail bed,[@cit0030] the toe pad has been maintained for some studies.[@cit0029] A large proportion of studies define CIVD with a 0.5°C threshold,[@cit0031] while others opt for a more conservative 1.0°C,[@cit0029] and even 4.0°C[@cit0083] threshold. Not surprisingly, differences in these most basic sites and definition of CIVD can strongly impact conclusions and hamper comparisons across studies; standardization is a fundamental requirement to continued progress.

Another important change in studies within this century has been increasing recognition that CIVD can form a multiplicity of responses, rather than the traditional sharply defined and cyclical pattern stylized in [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. Instead, many types of CIVD responses can occur[@cit0030] as outlined in [**Figure 6**](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}. These responses include: no waves, traditional cyclical waves, small (1--2°C) waves, single large wave, early plateau, late plateau, quick first wave (occurring during the initial drop in skin temperature with immersion), and double wave (CIVD initiating during decreasing skin temperature from a prior CIVD). Interestingly, Cheung and Mekjavić[@cit0135] reported instances of asynchronous CIVD over different fingers of the same hand during immersion, suggesting either a local mechanism of action or else temporally offset responses to a central vasodilatory drive. Such disparate responses, all of which fit within the traditional parameter of a threshold rise in skin temperature, further complicate quantification of CIVD. For example, a sustained plateau response would only be quantified as a single CIVD response and may be concluded as relatively ineffective compared to many frequent small cyclic CIVD waves (i.e. low vs. high CIVD frequency), yet it may be arguably more beneficial for tissue integrity due to greater blood flow. Figure 6.Representative finger skin temperature responses and frequency of occurrence during cold water (8°C) immersion derived from 9 participants and 5 fingers over 13 immersions of the right hand. Reprinted from Mekjavić et al., Eur J Appl Physiol; 2008; 104:193--9. Used with permission.

Modeling {#s0010}
========

Cold injuries continue to be a challenge in modern military operations[@cit0138] and many other occupations.[@cit0003] Ultimately, a primary goal of research in CIVD is to be able to predict an individual\'s response to cold exposure, and to model the effects on performance and injury risk. This can be broken down into 2 components: 1) an *a priori* prediction for who may be at risk for cold injury, and 2) a model for thermal response during cold exposure.

Risk Prediction {#s0010-0001}
---------------

The goal of risk prediction can be to understand who may be at greatest risk for developing cold injuries, and to decrease those risks by either removing those individuals from danger beforehand, or else to plan preventative or care policies. Some information may be gleaned from epidemiological or cross-sectional population studies highlighted earlier in this review, demonstrating that racial differences exist in cold injury prevalence. Another tool may be screening tests. A direct screening test of a brief 30 min single-finger immersion in 0°C water has been proposed by Daanen and van der Struijs.[@cit0036] The study tested 190 Netherlands Marines before Arctic deployment, and classified their CIVD responses (minimum and mean temperature along with time of CIVD onset) according to the RIF. The 11 Marines who developed cold injuries in the Daanen and van der Struijs[@cit0036] cohort had a lower/worse RIF (5.2 ± 1.6) compared to the non-injured (7.0 ± 1.6), suggesting the possible utility of this simple finger immersion screening tool for both hand and foot prediction. The same study observed higher RIF in Caucasians compared to a combined other ethnicities, along with a higher RIF in smokers compared to non-smokers. While hand or finger water immersion is the dominant mode of CIVD testing, foot cold injuries are at least as common as hand injuries.[@cit0011] As highlighted by the catalog of injuries in the 11 afflicted,[@cit0036] approximately equal cases occurred in the hands and feet, suggesting that cold water immersion of the finger can predict cold air response of the feet. Such a correlation was indeed reported between CIVD responses in the fingers during hand immersion in 5°C water and toes with foot exposure to −18°C air.[@cit0140] However, other studies report no correlation, with moderate prevalence of finger CIVD with 8°C hand immersion but no cases of toe CIVD during 8°C foot immersion.[@cit0135] Therefore, further studies are needed to clearly prove or develop predictive models extrapolating across body regions.

Cold Exposure Modeling {#s0010-0002}
----------------------

Cold temperatures can rapidly decrease finger temperature and manual performance within seconds of exposure.[@cit0005] Another modeling focus has therefore been to quantify the changes in extremity temperature and manual performance based on such parameters as ambient conditions and duration of exposure. Numerous mathematical models for finger temperature and CIVD prediction have been developed and refined over the past 15 years,[@cit0141] with major controllers incorporating body/core temperature, finger skin temperature, and rate of initial finger cooling. In contrast to modeling skin temperature, Carrillo et al.[@cit0143] developed a regression equation to predict finger blood flow based on core and finger temperatures, and a similar approach of modeling limb blood flow and heat generation based on skin temperature have been proposed.[@cit0144] In terms of direct application toward changes in manual performance -- finger dexterity, hand dexterity, and grip strength -- Daanen[@cit0102] found that Wind Chill Equivalent Temperature and the square root of exposure duration were the strongest predictors, providing a potentially easily measured model for use in the field.

The development of mathematical models are dependent upon quality data from human studies differentiating and validating such inputs. Across a range of core and local extremity temperatures, a very strong core temperature dominance in extremity blood flow regulation existed in both the hands and feet, along with consistently lower blood flow in all conditions in the foot compared to the hand.[@cit0145] This supports the importance of maintaining a warm core for maximizing local blood flow[@cit0082] and the greater prevalence and risk of cold injuries in the foot.^11^ Flouris and Cheung[@cit0146] found mean body temperature and the rate of body heat storage, rather than rectal or tympanic temperature, to be most strongly associated with finger blood flow during whole body heating and cooling. Using whole-body cold exposure, Vanggaard et al.[@cit0147] demonstrated an initial, robust defense in finger temperature, which then dropped sharply upon reaching a relatively narrow range of 32.1--35.8°C. This threshold finger temperature was more distinct than the minimal change in core temperature or thermal sensation, or the wide range of mean skin temperature, supporting the importance of incorporating actual finger temperature measurement into models. A database of finger contact with different metallic and non-metallic materials across a wide range of cold temperatures from +2 to −40°C has also been used to establish time for finger skin temperature to reach pain (15°C), numbness (7°C), and frostbite risk (0°C)[@cit0148] These non-linear contact times are presented in [**Figure 7**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, such specific testing of particular driving inputs and conditions remain critical in improving occupational exposure guidelines. Figure 7.Observed (symbols) and predicted (lines) lower quartiles of the time for the fingertips to reach a contact temperature of 7°C for wood, nylon, steel, and aluminum. Adapted from Geng et al., Ann Occup Hyg; 2006; 50:851--62. Used with permission.

Future Research {#s0011}
===============

Future research into the thermal responses of the extremities require further studies directly investigating the specific potential mechanisms for CIVD. While the present review has highlighted recent literature on central and peripheral neural control along with mediating factors, research focused specifically on understanding how CIVD is initiated and regulated lags far behind those of skin blood flow control as a whole. This latter field[@cit0112] has primarily used the forearm and, less frequently, the leg as study sites due to their relatively large surface area, but CIVD is only rarely studied or reported at the forearm.[@cit0018] Specifically, iontophoresis may be a useful method of introducing specific neurotransmitters to the fingertips to study local microvascular control.[@cit0124]

Research into the thermal responses of the extremities to cold exposure is both simple and complicated. It is simple because of the relative ease of instrumentation with skin temperature measurement, which are unobstrusive enough to permit field studies. However, while a fundamental measure, skin temperature provides minimal mechanistic insight into blood flow control. The dominant variable supplementing skin temperature has been cutaneous blood flow, measured using laser-Doppler probes or strain-gauge plethysmography, and these have provided important mechanistic insights. However, besides being currently restricted to laboratory settings due to technological limitations, these measures can be easily affected by movement, making them difficult to use during exposure or dynamic testing. Improvements in imaging for both skin temperature and blood flow has also permitted a more holistic measure of overall extremity thermal and hemodynamics than the point measures from wired probes, and are more practical for field testing.[@cit0149] Relatively newer techniques for quantifying microcirculation or muscular physiology, such as sidestream dark field imaging,[@cit0151] near-infrared spectroscopy,[@cit0152] and laser-speckle contrast imaging[@cit0153] are emerging as tools potentially relevant to finger blood flow control. However, to date sidestream dark field imaging was developed for microcirculation in the sublingual and gastrointestinal tissues, and it has yet to be validated for measuring cutaneous tissue. Near-infrared spectroscopy can provide information on tissue oxygenation, but the probes currently remain too large for use in the extremities. The study of extremity blood flow is likely to experience an exciting growth due to new technological developments, and Daly and Leahy[@cit0154] provides an excellent survey of existing and emerging technologies for blood flow measurement.

In terms of expanding the scope of extremity cold exposure research, a fruitful avenue appears to be integration with research into chronic diseases such as diabetes and hypertension. These fields, along with aging discussed earlier, already have large bodies of literature examining skin blood flow control alterations and their underlying mechanisms. For example, one of the main long-term risks with diabetes is peripheral neuropathies and potential amputations due to impaired circulation. Incorporating such information can further enrich existing work on peripheral cold exposure by providing mechanistic models or alternate experimental platforms. Apart from mechanistic cross-pollination, there is a strong clinical imperative to protect these vulnerable populations from risks of cold injuries.
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